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New U.S. Laws to Bring About Changes in Food Labeling
Legislation Calls For Adjustments to Product Packaging

T

he United States government has introduced
new legislation that will impact product
labeling for most food manufacturers, and Flair
wants to be sure that our customers are aware of
these developments. The first change involves
a new Nutrition Facts label to better reflect
today’s dietary guidelines and consumer eating
habits. In addition, a federal Genetically Modified
Organisms (GMO) labeling law was signed in late
July requiring companies to disclose the presence
of GMOs in their products. While these labeling
requirements will not go into effect until 2018, it
is important to strategize the transition to these
new labels on your packaging artwork.

Nutrition Label Change
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has finalized modifications to
the Nutrition Facts label which has been adjusted to include a fresh design
and updated scientific, nutrition, and dietary information. The current
label was introduced more than 20 years ago and revisions were needed
to reflect consumer’s eating habits today and incorporate updated dietary
information. The new label regulations apply to most packaged foods sold
in the U.S. As depicted in the photo on the left, multiple aspects of the
Nutrition Facts label are changing. Most manufacturers have until July
26, 2018 to comply with the new requirements, but manufacturers with
less than $10 million in annual food sales will have an additional year to
incorporate the changes.

GMO Labeling Bill
GMOs have been a hot topic recently and now the U.S. government has
enacted legislation to help consumers identify which foods contain them.
President Obama signed the GMO Labeling Bill into law in late July, which
requires food manufacturers to carry a text label, a symbol, or an electronic
QR code on the package to identify that the product contains GMOs.
GMOs can be found in plants or animals which have had DNA alterations
through genetic engineering, which includes much of the U.S. corn and
soybean crops eaten by livestock or made into processed food ingredients.
While the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) asserts that GMOs are safe
to eat, consumers are becoming more aware of these ingredients and want
to make informed decisions on the food they are purchasing.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) now has two years to write
the final rules and complete the labeling standard. This bill will supersede
all state laws, including Vermont’s GMO labeling law that went into effect
earlier this year. This ensures GMO labeling will be uniform across the U.S.
and food manufacturers will not have to follow different laws in various
states, complicating packaging and distribution for national companies. ■
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LiDynamics ® Category Feature: TruPeel ®
A Gold Medal in Versatility

I

f the Rio Olympic Games offered a
competition in lidding film packaging,
our TruPeel® category of films would
have taken home the gold in the allaround competition. As part of the
LiDynamics® lidding film program,
TruPeel® films provide the versatility,
consistency, quality, and competitive
pricing to earn that medal. This film
category, which includes our ESPT
and ESPP films, seals to a variety of
trays and containers and is ideal for
many product applications. Flair offers
short lead times by having these films
in stock while retaining the flexibility
to produce custom films for specific
applications.
Flair’s high clarity films are available
in breathable, standard, and high
barrier structures, which provides the
flexibility to work with a wide range
of applications including fresh cut

in greater efficiency and profitability for
our customers. While the versatility of
these films is exceptional, it’s the high
quality and competitive pricing that
keeps our customers coming back.

fruits and vegetables, dairy products,
dips, microwaveable meals, sauces,
processed meats, salads, and more.
This also includes films for specific
processes such as modified atmosphere
packaging (MAP) and high pressure
pasteurization (HPP). Flair’s TruPeel®
films are well known for their smooth
peelability, wide seal range, and
consistent seals through contamination;
these advantages help avoid
unnecessary downtime of roll
changeovers and reduce the need to
stock numerous lidding films resulting

We invite you to check out the
Flair website for more details here,
which includes LiDynamics® product
brochures and the Specification Matrix.
Better yet, give us a call for more
information; our packaging experts
would be happy to talk through your
packaging needs and find a solution
that works for you! ■

Movin’ On Up
Flair Relocates West Coast Warehouse to Seattle, WA Area
In an effort to better support our customers, Flair has moved our Vancouver,
WA warehouse to a facility in Fife, WA. An extensive assessment was
conducted to determine the best location for our new West Coast
warehouse, including customer vicinity, shipping radius, and shipping cost
studies. In the end, Flair decided to position the new warehouse in Fife, WA
(Seattle, WA area), which is less than five miles from the Port of Tacoma.
This larger volume port will shorten transit times in receiving product from
the port.

New address: 7217 45th Street Ct. E., #101, Fife, WA 98424
The new warehouse also offers the following advantages:
• Increased product racking
• Additional dock doors
• Larger office space
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• Product display area
• Conference room
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